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KVPY Syllabus and Subjects
Glide to success with Doorsteptutor material for KVPY/Stream-SA : 

- for all subjects of
KVPY/Stream-SA.

As such, no particular syllabus is prescribed for the written test. However the course content is only
what the student has learnt till Class 12. The main objective of this test is to test the understanding and
analytical ability of the student rather than his/her factual knowledge.

Physics

Mathematics

Chemistry

Instructions
The following instructions should be kept in mind.

1. The duration of test is 3 hours (9.30 a. m. To 12.30 p. m.) .

2. The exam is multiple choice questions based for 100 marks. The paper has two parts, Part I
consisting of four sections (each containing 20 questions) and four sections in Part II (each
containing 10 questions) . You are given choice to answer any THREE of the four sections in Part I,
and any TWO of the four sections in Part II.

3. The composition of the question paper is given in the table below:

Subject Part I Part II

Mathematics 20 questions-1 mark each 10 questions-2 marks each

Physics 20 questions-1 mark each 10 questions-2 marks each

Chemistry 20 questions-1 mark each 10 questions-2 marks each

Biology 20 questions-1 mark each 10 questions-2 marks each

4. The answer paper is an OMR sheet. All the answers are to be marked in the given sheet itself.

5. One correct answer among the four given choices is to be marked.

6. There is negative marking for wrong answers. Unanswered questions will not be evaluated and
will not be penalized as a wrong answer.

7. In Part I each correct answer gets 1 mark and for each incorrect answer 0.25 marks will be
deducted. In Part II 2 marks will be given for each correct answer and 0.5 marks will be deducted
for every incorrect answer.

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)
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sir	i	want	to	know	the	syllabus	of	kvpy	sx	stream	full	�ledged....	please	help	me..

(-	jy...@	on	16-Apr-2018)

1	Answer

Cover complete NCERT syllabus - for practice visit https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/KVPY/
[https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/KVPY/]

- jy...@ on 16-Apr-2018

For	KVPY	SX	STREAM	DO	I	NEED	TO	STUDY	FOR	CLASS	11TH	TOO?	and	Are	all	the	4	subjects
to	be	studied?

(-	pr...@	on	06-Sep-2017)

1	Answer

For KVPY preparation please visit - https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/KVPY/
[https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/KVPY/]

- pr...@ on 06-Sep-2017

Plz	tell	about	kvpy	syllabus	for	class	11thnHow	the	students	in	class	11th	will	prepare	for
12th	syllabus	for	KVPY	exam..

(-	ga...@	on	01-Sep-2017)

1	Answer

For KVPY preparation go to - https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/KVPY/
[https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/KVPY/]

- ga...@ on 01-Sep-2017

Can	you	please	suggest	some	reference	books	for	sx	stream

(-	jh...@	on	17-Aug-2017)

1	Answer

Complete NCERT books.

- jh...@ on 17-Aug-2017

I	am	in	class	9th	can	i	appear	for	kvpy	if	yes	then	what	is	the	syllabus	and	exam	pattern	??

(-	mu...@	on	12-Aug-2017)

1	Answer

You can appear in class 11th for KVPY. You will have to cover NCERT books. The exam pattern is
objective.

- mu...@ on 12-Aug-2017

I	am	presently	in	10th	standard	and	I	want	to	appear	for	kvpy	so	can	i	appear	for	it.if	yes
please	tell	me	the	syllabus

(-	sa...@	on	09-Aug-2017)

https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/KVPY/
https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/KVPY/
https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/KVPY/
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1	Answer

You can appear in class 11th.

- sa...@ on 09-Aug-2017

I	have	done	bsc	microbiology...now	I	want	to	do	msc	microbiology..so	which	entrance	exam	I
should	give	for	getting	chance	in	iisc

(-	as...@	on	08-Aug-2017)

1	Answer

You will have appear for exam by IISc

- as...@ on 08-Aug-2017

i	am	in	11th	and	does	not	have	biology	as	my	subject,	so	can	i	still	appear	for	kvpy	exam?

(-	ja...@	on	03-Aug-2017)

1	Answer

Yes you can, but for class 11th all four subjects are compulsory and you will have to answer
questions from biology.

- ja...@ on 03-Aug-2017

Are	all	the	4	subjects	(Mathematics	Biology	physics	chemistry	)	mandatory	for	KVPY	exam	for
class	12?????.....and	Is	the	question	based	on	only	11th	&	12th	syllabus	??

(-	mr...@	on	30-Jul-2017)

1	Answer

For class 12th, 3 out of thee 4 subjects can be attempted.

- mr...@ on 30-Jul-2017

Presently	im	in	12	th,	can	i	apply	for	the	kvpy	exam	this	year?.If	yes	then	what	all	syllabus
must	i	study.

(-	sw...@	on	20-Jul-2017)

1	Answer

Yes, cover NCERT. For practice visit - https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/KVPY/
[https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/KVPY/]

- sw...@ on 20-Jul-2017
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